
 

 

Christmas with a Twist 
Made by Joanne Cantrell, Independent Stampin’ Up Demonstrator  

Inspired by Robin Messenheimer 
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Supplies: 

 Stamp Sets: Snowflake Sentiments* (144817/144820 HC) 

 Paper: Whisper White Cardstock (100730); Berry Burst Cardstock (144243); Lemon Lime Twist 
Cardstock (144245)  

 Inks: Berry Burst Classic Stampin’ Pad (144083); Lemon Lime Twist Classic Stampin’ Pad (144086)  

 Embellishments: Rhinestone Basic Jewels (144220); 5/8” Crinkled Seam Binding Ribbon – Berry Burst 
(144191)  

 Adhesives: Dimensionals (104430); SNAIL Adhesive (104332); Tombow Multipurpose Liquid Glue 
(110755) 

 Other: Swirly Snowflakes Thinlits Dies* (144678 HC); Big Shot Die-Cutting Machine (143263)  

 *SAVE WITH A BUNDLE:  Snowflake Sentiment Bundles (146052/146053 HC) includes Snowflake 
Sentiment Stamp Set and Swirly Snowflakes Thinlits Dies. 

 

Measurements:     

 Whisper White:  4-1/4” x 5-1/2” card base (portrait-side fold); 4” x 5-1/4” layer; 2-7/8” x 2-7/8” layer; 
1” x 1” layer (cut 4) 

 Berry Burst:  4-1/8” x 5-3/8” layer; 1-1/8” x 1-1/8” layer (cut 2) 

 Lemon Lime Twist:  3” x 3” layer; 1-1/8” x 1-1/8” layer (cut 2) 

 

  



Instructions:  

1. Cut and score all layers as outlined above. 

2. Use the big shot and the bigger of the two square snowflake Thinlits to use out four snowflakes from 
the small white squares.  Use Tombow to adhere the negative snowflakes to the small Berry Burst and 
Lemon Lime Twist layers.  Save the actual flakes for another project.   

3. Use Lemon Lime Twist and Berry Burst inks to add the small snowflake stamp to the square white layer 
to create your own DSP (Designer Series Paper).  Adhere this layer to the Lemon Lime Twist layer using 
SNAIL. 

4. Use the masking technique* to stamp the Merry Christmas sentiment toward the bottom of the large 
white layer in Lemon Lime Twist ink.  Use SNAIL to adhere this layer to the larger Berry Burst layer. 

a. MASKING TECHNIQUE:  There are several different ways to work with the masking technique.  
They all do the same thing.  You place something over the area you do not want to get inked.  In 
this cards, I put a bit of washi tape over the bottom part of the Merry Christmas sentiment.  I 
inked the stamp as normal.  Then, I peeled off the tape and stamped the image.  The washi tape 
allowed me not to have to be as careful when inking up the stamp because it his the part I 
didn’t want to get ink on  

5. Wrap the Crinkle Ribbon around the Berry Burst layer and tie in front just above sentiment.  Use 
Dimensionals to adhere to the card front. 

6. Use Dimensionals to place the small snowflake layers on to the Lemon Lime layer then use 
Dimensionals to add this layer to the card front above the ribbon. 

7. Use the snowflake stamp and inks to add interest to the inside of the card. 


